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Quirky - Apple Phone Covers - Keeper

Product Name: Quirky - Apple Phone Covers - Keeper

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: TGS2453

Quirky is a new type of socially developed product company founded with the vision of
making invention accessible. Quirky believes the best ideas in the world aren&#39t
actually in the world... they&#39re locked inside people&#39s heads. They exist to
solve that problem.
PRODUCTS INVENTED BY REAL PEOPLE LIKE YOU...BECAUSE REAL PEOPLE
KNOW WHAT&#39S UP
Quirky believes the best ideas in the world aren&#39t actually in the world...
they&#39re locked inside people&#39s heads. They exist to solve that problem.
Quirky’s community members, inventors and product “influencers,” ultimately share its
financial success with them. Headquartered in New York City, Quirky brings products
to the marketplace through interaction between its active online global community and
Quirky’s expert product design staff, bringing to life ideas from their earliest stages to
store shelves.
KEEPER - Out of Pocket
Keeper is a leather card case that fits onto an iPhone 5, providing the utility of a wallet
without the added bulk. Simply clip the case onto the back of your device for instant
storage on the go, including two credit cards slots and an open window slot for an ID.
Combining a smooth leather surface and easy-open clasp with a protective shell,
Keeper seamlessly blends the aesthetics of a phone case and a wallet, with no good
feature left behind.
Features
Three card slots for credit cards and ID
Leather wallet flap to keep cards safe and secure
Plastic hard case for additional protection
Materials
Leather
Plastic

Price: R418.80

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Monday 28 July, 2014
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